Development Alternatives organised the 22nd trialogue2047 “Changing Landscape of Development Finance-Opportunities for a Green Economy” on 11 July, 2019 in Delhi. An interactive and thought-provoking session had experts from different fields. The lead speakers included Dr. Dhruba Purkayastha, US-India Clean Energy Finance, Lei Lei Song, Regional Economic Advisor, SARD, Asian Development Bank and Joe Athialy, Executive Director, Centre for Financial Accountability. The session was chaired by Dr. Kirit Parikh, Chairman, Integrated Research and Action for Development.

The discussion focused on the responsible use of development finance, the position of development finance institutions (DFIs) and their priorities in greening the economy and the role of private investors in bridging the gap in climate finance considering ways in which the government can incentivize it.

The event was also live telecasted on Zoom. The link for the same was shared on all our social media platforms for those who could not be present in person.

To have an interactive participation, Word Cloud was generated. It highlighted the response of the audience on: What are the catalysts for enhancing investments in transitioning towards a green economy?